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Flame and the Rose 
The Flamenco Musical  

Composer: April Sampson-Kelly  

Libretto based on the work of Author Steve William Rogan  

Your first impression counts -  
Please send comments to our email ruidoflamenco@gmail.com  

Thank you for reading and for your feedback -  
it enriches our collaborative development.  

Contact - April by email to ruidoflamenco@gmail.com  

Version 6.3.21  

Dedicated to all women who long to break free 
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Land on Your Feet - Find Your Voice 

‘Land on Your Feet.  Find Your Voice’. 

In the depths of a post-Corona Spanish recession, Alegria dreams of performing as a Flamenca. 
But she is not of Spanish looks. Even her father protests with the Purists. When her mother finds 
the courage to fight his tyranny he sees clearly from behind the mask. 

100 WORD PITCH  

Alegria dreams of performing as a Flamenca who plays sings, dances and plays guitar. The only 
catch is, she is not of Spanish looks and doubts herself. Even her father joins the street protests 
for purist flamenco.  

In solidarity, Alegrias Flamenco troupe support her and rise against the protests. And, her 
mother secretly supports her. Fuelled by an old song about obligation, the mother eventually 
fights back. Her rage accidentally blinds the father.  

When Alegria finds her wounded father, she sings a familiar lullaby to comfort him. 
Finally, the father sees clearly from behind the mask.  

If you are in a hurry and looking for the FULL SYNOPSIS & SPOILER - click here 
or scroll to the end.  

Estimated run time:  

120 mins - 2 Acts  
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CHARACTERS  

Three of the cast (Alegria, Alejandro and Mari) need multidisciplinary skills (guitar, singing, 
dancing and acting). It is possible to run the musical with local artists in various cameo roles. As 
long as there are professional artists on stage with the actors, some characters can pretend to 
strum instead of playing melodic passages. The top priority is quality singing, dancing and guitar 
playing. Minimum requirement of professionals: 2 singers (Mari and Valiente), 2 professional 
guitarists (Alejandro) and 2 professional dancers (Belen & Haruna) plus a group of flamenco 
dancers. Alejandro and Alegria need only be competent singers and dancers. Other singers, 
guitarists and dancers can be students.  

● Alegria - Joyful young flamenca (plays guitar, sings and dances). She prefers to dress like 

the guitarists.  

● Mari - A Flamenca. Member of the performance troupe. (Professional singer, guitarist and 

dancer). Mature and spritely. Dresses with gypsy influence.  

● Alejandro - Cousin of Mari. Guitarist, singer and dancer in the performance troupe.  

● Valiente - leader of the performance troupe. Dresses elegantly. Professional singer. 

Ageless.  

● Kent - Alegrias father. Dresses as a respectable businessman.  

● Haruna - Alegria’s mother. Wears a simple faded asian tunic with an apron whilst cooking.  

● Sabia - a wise gypsy who is rarely seen. She is dressed in once-vibrant gypsy clothes and 

shuffles along with a walking stick. Her complexion is olive, and weathered with wrinkles. 
Dances in traditional Indian style.  

 Haruna’s Nana - an apparition dressed in white (can be projected) 
● Belen - always immaculately dressed. Principal dancer of the troupe with fair skin and 

striking beauty (expert flamenco dancer)  

● Señor Lorca - A pale elderly leader of the flamenco purist protest group. He is dressed in a 

conservative light grey trench coat, with waistcoat, hat and trousers.  

● Chisme 1 & Chisme 2 - Elderly señoritas, well dressed with shopping baskets. 

● Mr Bufon - dressed as a tourist  

● 3 Ushers and 1 Security Guard - dressed in costume similar to the venue staff 

● Extras are on-stage audience members, street crowds, and protesters ● Family on 

the street - well dressed couple doting on the children  

● Guest musicians and dancers join the troupe for cameo roles, such as a violinist in the 

window rehearsing.  
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SETTING  

The musical is set in Spain. Outdoor spaces are a cafe, a cul de sac and street scenes. Indoor 
spaces are a modest living room, dance rehearsal space, basement kitchen and prison hospital. 
There are also a few stages in Spain and a nondescript dark space. In some scenes, there is a 
dual stage representing two spaces such as on-stage with a small audience and the backstage 
room.  

TIME  

Summer months of 2050, 30 years after the great corona pandemic and economic downturn. 
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 Act I (The Spark) 
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Act I Scene 1 - FAMILIARITY  

Hostel Courtyard, open to a quiet street, Night :  

Alegria, Alejandro, Mari, Valiente and guests musicians and friends are playing music and 
dancing for fun. Some are still in their costume, but relaxed after a show. The music is 
improvised, joyous and inclusive. Alegria is dressed like the other guitarists and is playing 
guitar with them. She sits on the end of the row of guitarists, unhighlighted. A small table 
with delicacies sits to the site (stage left)  

BELEN appears from wings Stage right, slowly passes across front centre stage. She tries to 
suppress a cough.  
Sabia, the old gypsy passes from the other side (front stage Left)  
As they pass one another Belen snubs the gypsy and continues on,  
But Alegria, embarrassed by Belen, puts down her guitar, greets the gypsy and offers her a 
snack from the table and offers her seat beside the guitarists.  
Sabia grabs ALEGRIA’s hand to read her palm  
Alegria humours Sabia, feigning interest but would rather be celebrating with the others. 

SABIA  

Reading Alegria’s palm, nodding and smiling at Alegria  

El Amor todo la puede, chica! - love will conquer all  

You have a good heart, Alegria  

Looking back at Alegria’s palm and drawing lines on Alegria’s hand  

Your path ahead is full of obstacles but look! …  

Looking up and pointing to all the people in the party  

You are not alone. And even when you feel alone  

pointing to the night sky  

Aprende de la luna - Learn from the moon; even though it is alone, it never stops shining!   

The group singing begins freely, clapping and encouraging one another. When the song 
relates a story, one of the guitarists gets up to dance - interpreting the verse as if 
improvised and inspired, this dancer is cheered on by the others. 
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VALIENTE  

Singing opening to Colombianas1  

This is our moment, this our creation.  

Catch it, don’t let it slip away, not vanishing into dreams.  

Before the key change, a man bursts in and dances dramatic footwork - the group shout 
out his name in encouragement  

Romero dons his fedora, it sets off his silver hair,  

Aha--- tirati, tirati, trati, tirati-i lighting a fire in my soul, rekindling old 

stories, spinning tales of the open road, strange and enticing,  

melodies rising, never quite the same..  

All sing chorus  

Le,le,le,le…  

Although Alegria is dressed in similar attire as the other guitarists, looking like a boy in 
baggy trousers, she is encouraged to have a dance, Valiente wraps her shawl around 
Alegria and pushes her to the centre. Alegria dances happily like a little girl, acting out 
the song.  

Out on the open road, Little girl cold and alone,  

Sola ella esta sola,  

far from the war she will flee, lost is her family,  

dark is the night it is quiet,  

memories bringing whispers of peace,  

lulling her to sleep. .Le,le,le,le…  

 

Mari jumps up to dance with Alegria. They dance close together, their steps matching like a 
reverse mirror, yin and yang image of one another.  

Out on the open road I follow the stream as it flows,  

 

1 The Colombianas is thought to have its origins in a Latin American folk song, although there are 
some experts who put its creation in the hands of Pepe Marchena.  
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Quiero ella esta sola weaving weeds into gold, I’m trading on chances,  

fashion trinkets from sand as I go, make what I fancy,  

tossing my fortune, laughing at the storms...Le,le,le,le…  

Donde Quiero ir, voy a donde quiero ir, voy a donde quiero ir….  

Belen returns to the party as Alegria finishes her dance.  
Belen is annoyed and sneers at Alegria.  

BELEN  

Don’t tire yourself out Bashira! And it would be such a pity if you split your raggy trousers. 

The musicians stop playing abruptly, Alegria freezes wide-eyed  

ALEJANDRO  

You must be scared she might replace you one day!  

BELEN  

I doubt that very much! She might know some steps but she’s not Spanish. 

Everyone gasps and stares at Belen  

MARI  

Her name is now Alegria. And she is as Spanish as you and me. Mari moves 

forward to confront Belen, blocking her exit  

You know that she was born here, and her parents were born here.  

In fact, she knows Spanish better than her mother’s tongue.  
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BELEN  

Belen turns to make sure everyone can hear 

Even if she had been born on Mars, that wouldn’t make her a Martian. 
 

Belen shrugs and proudly walks off. There is an awkward silence.  
The gypsy stands up to confront Belen, but Alegria gently stops her.  

ALEGRIA  

Speaking softly to explain the situation to Sabia  

Belen is not well. She is sick with the long Corona.  

BELEN  

Interrupting by shouting from the edge of stage  

I am not sick and I am not deaf. And I can hear everything from my pokey little room!  
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After a slight pause Mari bursts into song. Mari sings acapella for this traditional Buleria2 

She gestures to emphasise the lyrics. No other dancers.  

MARI  

Singing loudly in Belen’s direction to be sure Belen can hear it.  

Some like her mighty fine hair,  

The other musicians snicker at Mari’s not-so-subtle reference to Belen.  
They join in with clapping and playing to show their support.  

Proudly she styles it herself. Some like her mighty fine hair, Yes, proudly she styles it herself, 

Aycary, aycary, aycary…  

There’s a secret - I tell you! - hidden inside.  

Marianna pauses and leans forward as if to share a secret.  

Everyone leans forward to listen intently. Mari singing in a harsh whisper  

Of these secrets I’ll tell you just - one –  
 

Marianna bursts out loudly in Belen’s direction, emphasising lyrics with forceful gestures 

There's a big ball of RAGS stuffed in her bun!  

Blackout  
  

 

2 The Buleria is often a festive end-piece, making fun of a situation. This Bulerias is traditionally sung at the 
end of an Alegria. 
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Act I Scene 2 - EXPECTATION  
Dual Stage at the Embassy : Stage Left is a well lit Performance space, Stage Right is backstage, 
there is a wall between the two halves.  

 

Belen is dancing a Fandangos3 in the performance space. She has a stern expression in 
contrast to Alegria who is smiling as she dances quietly backstage in private. Alegria is 
dressed in Guitarist costume. Her moves match those by Belen.  

FANDANGOS SINGER  

Libre Como Viento.. Tormenta!... Salvaje!….. Pasado -  

Feel the spray of the ocean, see the trembling trees,  

there’s a storm on the ocean, free is the wind  

Aha---Way, away, away  

I sail the ocean, I rustle leaves, I gather mist, I am the breeze  

Belen staggers mid-dance then suddenly faints near the end of the song, Alejandro 
carries her off.  

 
3 Fandangos is Flamenco style of Dance possibly originated in Portugal 
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The music abruptly stops when Belen collapses. 
backstage Alegria wonders why the music ended early.  

The stage audience claps, the guitarists smile to hide their surprise.  

They look at one another as if planning what to do.  

 
 

One guitarist starts an instrumental bridge passage, to fill in whilst they quietly work out 
what is happening next. The Fandangos singer claps along to encourage the guitar solo. 
The music continues softly.  

Alejandro bursts into the backstage area STAGE RIGHT to find Alegria.  

ALEJANDRO  

Belen has fainted, we don’t know what’s wrong with her. She’s been taken to the medical centre. 
We need you, Alegria, to fill in for the Guajira!  

Alegria is seated, fixing the laces on her boots.  

ALEGRIA  

Alegria giggles  

Tell me you’re joking!  

ALEJANDRO  

Alejandro bends down, putting his hands on hers. He is getting slightly annoyed with 
Alegria’s childishness but wants to be gentle.  

No, this is not a joke.  

This is that moment we often talked about.  

She pulls her hands away.  
Alegria shakes her head, suddenly serious  

ALEGRIA  
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No, this is absolutely not the right place for me to dance. This is my uncle's embassy, the 
audience is not going to like me, not at all. They paid to see Spanish people perform Flamenco, 
not me.  

Alegria looks away and shrugs.  

And anyway….I have no costume, no make-up - nothing!  

ALEJANDRO  

Alejandro is frustrated because they have had this argument many times. 

It’s not about you right now. It’s about us - your troupe. We need you.  

And anyway, what does hiding your joy in the shadows achieve?  

Alejandro storms off, Valiente enters quietly in a determined hurry.  

VALIENTE  

It’s time to face your demons, Alegria.  

Valiente starts dressing the transfixed Alegria and applying her makeup. 
Alegria doesn’t move. She is deep in thought.  

Meanwhile STAGE LEFT, the instrumental passage concludes 

FANDANGOS SINGER  

singing resumes with the outro  

Aha---Way, away, away  

Mine is the ocean,  

Mine are the leaves,  

I am the mist,  

I’m free as the breeze  

Blackout  
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Act I Scene 3 - DEBUT  

On Stage at the Embassy  

The Flamenco troupe [Alegria, Alejandro, Mari, and guests musicians and dancers] are 
playing Guajira, Alegria puts down her guitar, picks up a fan and sings a verse then dances. 
She appears to be nervous but this fits with the coy atmosphere of the character in the 
song. Alegria is now dressed in Belen’s striking costume. The skirt is hitched up at the back 
into a bustle. Her hair is slick, her makeup thick in a Spanish style.  

There are people on stage [Stage Left] in the front row of the audience.  

 

GUAJIRA4 SINGER  

Me gusta, por la mañana,  

despues de café Bebio,  

pasarme por la Havanna,  

Con mi cigarro encendido,  

pasarme por la Havanna,  

Con mi cigarro encendido.  

ALEGRIA SINGING  

Alegria enters the stage acting innocent and coy (true to the Guajira character)  

Yo traigo desde Habana  

Yo traigo desde Habana  

el sabor de la melosa  

y el sabor de la Guaracha  

el sabor de la melosa  

y el sabor de la Guaracha  

Alegria dances footwork with fan movements.  

She joyously sings, forgetting her unease she dances as if in her own world 

Fresh from my farm near Habana,  

 

 
 

4 GUAJIRA originated in Cuba influence by Spanish occupation. The GUAJIRA is included in light-
hearted repertoire of Spanish Flamenco 
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Alegria uses the fan as a pretend basket  

I bring you the sweet tang of honey  

Alegria pretends to dip the fan into a vat of honey  

And perfume of the flowers  

Alegria open and twirls the fan as if to air the room  

your heart beats like the Guaracha  

Alegria uses the open fan on her chest to mimic heart beats  

Cameras flash as she sings from reporters in the wings  

She is suddenly aware of the audience  

Startled, Alegria sees recognises someone in the audience, gasps and utters 

Father? Oh no.  

Alegria quickly bows then exits through the back of the performance stage and re-enters 
through the backstage space.  

The other singer continues with next verse  

Kent shuffles through the ONSTAGE audience towards stage left center then exits noisily 
stage left, the small ONSTAGE audience look disrupted and embarrassed by his rude 
disruption  

GUAJIRA SINGER  

Ese color moreno  

Que cuando yo lo veo  

El sentio yo lo pierdo  

Meanwhile on STAGE RIGHT Back stage space,  

Reporters enter backstage interviewing Alegria about her debut as principal dancer but we 
can’t hear them. 
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She is flustered by their sudden attention and secretly worried about her fathers shock. 
Alegria answers the reporters’ questions hurriedly but politely and poses with her for a 
picture.  

The show in the performance space continues unaware of what is happening in the 
backstage space.  
This scene flows into the next scene 
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Act I Scene 4 - BACKLASH  

Dual stage ONSTAGE and BACKSTAGE spaces at an Alegrias Uncle’s Embassy STAGE LEFT 

ONSTAGE onstage audience clap enthusiastically at the end of the Guajira  

Then a traditional Alegrias5 commences.  

The first verse is about a happy child then a small sail boat whereas the second verse is 
dark and fiery. The second verse is an historical Alegrias about the bombing of Santa Maria 
by Napoleon.  

Meanwhile Backstage the reporters are still interviewing Alegria. Some are taking notes, 
some are taking photos with flashes on their cameras.  

Alejandro is one of the guitarists ONSTAGE  
Dancers accompany the singing in the ONSTAGE space.  

TRADITIONAL ALEGRIAS SINGER  

Singing sweetly   

Tiene mi nina Balcon..Un balcon al sol que sale  

Sale sol, sale mi ninja sale mi ninja y sale sol  

Es mi barca marina , las mas bonita, cuando sala la mar sentido qui ta  

Es mi barca marina , las mas bonita,  

Guitar interlude/bridge between verses in the song, we see Kent push his way out of the 
onstage audience toward stage down left then exit hurriedly.  

Musicians continue unperturbed with a short bridge passage between verses.  

As the singing of the second verse begins, Alegrias Father, Kent, bursts into the 
backstage area to confront Alegria - we can’t hear what is said but we see them in a 
heated discussion. We see him shouting and gesticulating at her. She retaliates.  

The reporters excitedly take notes and photos.  
The conflict between Kent and Alegria is mimed and danced. The father is stiff and 
threatens her verbally with frantic arm gestures. Whereas Alegria is nimble. The rhythm 
intensifies, beaten with baston/sticks and muted clapping in the shadows.  
 

 

5 Alegrías is a traditional Flamenco song form usually performed with a lively rhythm 
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Meanwhile ONSTAGE a contrasting dance is performed beside the singer. It is slow and 
posed with swirling  large shawls. The elegance of the onstage dance contrasts the frantic 
and clumsy fighting dance scene on the BACKSTAGE  space [Stage Right].   

MARI  

Musical mood changes with this historic verse. Mari Sings fervently  

Curse you!--- dare to destroy our world... you cut the heart of Santa Maria... 

Disgrace --. dare to erase our sacred land!  

Brutality - your slaughter  

People hunger for peace - you feed us misery  

for you I cry--I will cry -----, O you bomb the poor I'll cry for all---  

Ay, you can bomb us to pieces bragging pompously  

but you will never win our solidarity  

Flashes are emitted from the reporters’ cameras. The timing of the flashes highlight the 
story in the song about the bombs  

you wreck Santa Maria - not my bold memories,  

In the last bars of the song, Kent grabs Alegria precious guitar by the neck, lifts it into the 
air as if to strike Alegria with her guitar.  

More flashes are emitted  

go on, bomb everything you see - I'll not fall to my knees  

A big light flashes on Kent as he holds the guitar high up over Alegria, ready to strike her. 
Valiente jumps in to block him and protect Alegria.  

Blackout  
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Act I Scene 5 - REGRET  

Mari’s Living Room, Morning light  

Alegria and Alejandro sit on separate couches in the living room, their guitars at hand. 
Alegria looks dishevelled from lack of sleep and wears a blanket as an overcoat over 
modest pajamas. She stayed over because she didn’t feel safe to go home. Mari has a 
colourful dressing gown. Alejandro is playing softly. Alegria is abstractedly clutching her 
guitar protectively.  

Mari covers the newspaper with a breakfast tray.  

ALEGRIA  

I’ve seen the news, Mari, you don’t have to hide it from me. It’s all over social media. 

Alejandro checks his phone as if that is news to him.  

ALEJANDRO  

Overall, the show went well!  

He pauses, looking for a response from the others  

MARI  

Relieved to have a fresh topic of distraction  

Yes true, the performance was pretty slick and the audience was excited. 

ALEJANDRO  

Jokingly  

Pity I missed the show backstage.  

Mari gives Alejandro a stern look to quell his joking around.  

Alegria is lost in thought, not listening. Alejandro plays an interlude on guitar softly, as if 
practicing. He speaks whilst playing. This is common practice for him.  

Alegria, do you regret performing?  

ALEGRIA 
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No, I don’t regret the dancing. Performing takes me to another world. It is always a happy escape. 
What I do regret is angering my father. I don't think I’ve seen him that angry before.  

Frankly, I can’t remember either of them being happy.  

ALEGRIA  
Singing a slow Tientos6 , looking out across the audience, as if lost in thought. Alegria 
accompanies herself on guitar, her playing fits seamlessly with Alejandro's melodic 
strains.  

Aha- Aurora  

Lost in a storm of mem'ries  

Scorn - rises before me  

Tossed and tormented by fear  

My heart - longs to be free  

MARI  

Singing as if to explain the situation to Alejandro, Alegria sings a contrasting harmony 
like a soft cry as if not hearing Mari’s verse  

The wound opens afresh  

Old sorrows unmend  

New sigh awakens the old  

Fresh is the pain that had gone  

MARI  

Tempo lifts (into a Tangos), Alejandro plays more percussively.  
Mari grabs Alegrias attention singing to her to cheer her up  

But every night should be a wedding night  

ALEGRIA  

Alegria smiles and sings back to humour Mari  

And every moon should be a honeymoon   

 

 
6 Tientos is a flamenco Andalusian style which has a rhythm consisting of 4 beats. It is in the same 
family as the Tangos, but slower and with different topics, lyrics and mood. Tientos speeds up to 
become a Tangos at the end. 
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ALEJANDRO  

Alegria and Mari look in surprise as Alejandro sings, as if they forgot he was there.  

See the morning sun rays   

light a new day   

See the glint in your tears   

ALEJANDRO, MARI & ALEGRIA  

Aha-Aurora  

Blackout  
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Act I Scene 6 - RUDE INTERRUPTION  

Cafe, daylight :  

The cafe sits in the sun, alfresco tables fill the small cobbled plaza.  

Mari is playing guitar, stopping intermittently to scribble something on paper and sip her 
coffee. Alejandro stops as he passes. He is carting a small stack of fruit boxes on a hand 
trolley. Mari sees him and calls him over, inviting him to have a cup of coffee with her. He 
pushes the trolley closer but doesn’t sit, he leans against his trolley of fruit boxes as if he 
would rather be moving on with his chores.  

MARI  

You seem quite devoted to Alegria these days. Is something brewing?  

Alejandro looks puzzled  

Has Alegria won your heart Alejandro?  

ALEJANDRO  

What? ….Hardly!  

She wouldn’t notice if I wasn’t there.  

Alejandro remains standing, leaning on his hand trolley as if not willing to stop to play 
along with Mari’s antics  

MARI  

Marianna whispers in the ear of a nearby cafe customer, Mr Bufon. He comes to join her 
table, willing to act out the role of the man in her next song, he looks bemused by her 7  

request. She sings Tangos de Triana to the friendly tourists. Other customers get up and 
dance.  

Ya vienen bajando por la escalera. Pimientos y tomates, orejones y brevas. Pero mira qué motivos 
te he dado si tú sabes que te quiero más que a nadie que soy más firme que el reloj, Alerelere...  

He’s got everything she needs, he’s got it, pouring down the stairs,  

Spices and tomato, onion and potato  

And in case you’re wondering, what’s his motivation  

7 Tangos de Triana is a lively Tangos originally from Triana on the river west bank of Seville 
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He wants to show the world how much he loves her,  

That’s his way, to show he cares, Aleyre,  

Oh she can see, she can see how much he cares  

She bakes all day at the market fare, Now something sweet is in the air,  

She will shimmy up the stairs,  

Por Que?  

He’s gonna scrub up,  

Mari nods her head to cue Mr Bufon to stand up proudly (as she had previously 
instructed in the whisper). Mr Bufon plays along with the song, standing tall, brushes 
himself off and warms his hands with glee.  

He’s gonna scrub up all the pots!  

Mr Bufon realises he is the butt of her joke so pretends to feel dejected. Nonetheless he is 
amused.  

Mari laughs.  

Alejandro is embarrassed and a little annoyed.  

ALEJANDRO  

Spoken slowly out to emphasise his frustration  
Mucho... ruido... y... pocas... nueces!  

MARI  

Listens then translates for the confused Mr Bufon  

Alejandro thinks that old song is ‘a lot of noise about nothing’  

Mr Bufon laughs it all off and goes back to his table.  

Alejandro’s phone rings.  

ALEJANDRO  

Digame!  

Alejandro listens on the phone, nodding occasionally, walking away from the cafe the 
noise  

Wow, fantástico, muchas gracias Valiente!. 

Alejandro turns to Mari, looking excited.  
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We are to perform at los Gallos in 4 weeks.  

Mari, guitar still in hand, jumps up gleefully to hug Alejandro.  

They are quietly discussing the news when a noise erupts. Thumping is heard from several 
protestors holding placards. They are stomping & thumping they're walking sticks & 
placards.  

The protestors are led by Senor Lorca. The rabble descends from the center back of the 
auditorium, through the real audience. They are dressed in contemporary clothing & appear 
as genuine protestors, who have entered from off the street. Ushers (who are actually 
acting extras) attempt to restrain them.  

SENOR LORCA  

This musical is an offence - it is all wrong! Only Spanish people can produce a play about 
Flamenco!  

This is outright cultural misappropriation. It will destroy the Spanish tourism industry. Shut it 
down!  

The protest continues as the ushers attempt to remove them, but Lorca comes up onto 
the stage.  

Mari and Alejandro are shocked and a bit embarrassed by the protest as if this is not in 
the script. They try to ignore the rude disruption, pack up their things and walk off.  

Other protestors appear and they all sit at the table vacated by Mari. The ushers have 
disappeared.  

Lights slowly dim to focus on the protesters' conversation.  

The group of protesters slowly beat a Martinette rhythm on the table using their knuckles. 

Lorca stands, a spotlight highlights him. His form looks like a grey statue under the light. 

Who among you feels the loss of our culture?  

Now is an era of destruction of Flamenco. It is being sanitised for global consumption and 
foreigners are filling our roles.  

It won’t be long before their stories are remembered and ours forgotten.  

Our history will be erased. And the archives will be lost.  

Our great stages are being sold-out to tourists. And they prefer to watch their own people perform 
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our roles. We are locked out of our magnificent stage halls. Our own artists are rejected.  

It is time to fight for our culture.  

Lorca raises an arm as if to lead the protesters into battle. He chants.  

‘Keep flamenco pure’.  

Blackout  
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INTERVAL 
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Act II - (The Light)  
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Act II Scene 1 - NEVER KNOWING LOVE  

Streetscape, daylight   

The street is crowded. Alegria watches a loving family playing outdoors with a small toy, 
then notices her parents passing slowly through the crowd, Haruna walks behind Kent, 
solemn and detached from the crowd.  

Two women pass Haruna sniggering about her.  

CHISME 1  

Gossiping loudly to Chisme 2  

Did you see her? That was Haruna!  

CHISME 2  

whispering  

No! Isn’t she the old diplomat's daughter?  

Chisme 1 nods excitedly, addressing the audience as if they are fellow gossips.  

Well she has fallen a long way. I see she’s kept her airs and graces despite losing her privileges. 
Is it true that she makes those expensive delicacies?  

CHISME 1  

Frustrated with Chisme 2 who appears to only know old news.  

I mean did you see the bruise on Haruna’s cheek?  

Chisme 2 looks surprised.  

I’m convinced he beats her. Folk say he abused Alegria backstage last week. 

CHISME 2  

What do the Police say?  

CHISME 1  

Shaking her head 

She tells no-one and she covers for him when the police are called.  
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CHISME 2  

Talking loudly in Haruna’s direction  

How can she let him bully her?  

CHISME 1  

In a half whisper  

and her daughter, don’t forget  

CHISME 2  

loudly  

What a coward! Has she no pride? No wonder she has no friends.  

Haruna’s ignores the gossips  

Chisma shouts to her  

You deserve him Haruna!  

Haruna stops abruptly as she is stung by the accusation. But she does not look back to 
the gossips, She pulls herself upright proudly.  

CHISMES 1  

Grabs Chisme as if to calm her then smiles whilst reminiscing  

I knew Haruna’s Nana many years ago. Nana told me how young Haruna was forced to marry 
Kent. Haruna vowed to make the best of it. She was very brave.  

Haruna takes a deep breath, as if tempted to answer.  
But she looks to Kent (he doesn’t notice her) and sings.  
The Chismes watch her and listen. 

HARUNA  

Singing a Tangos to the back of Kent who has stopped, he is waiting at the lights, ready to 
cross the road. Kent checks his watch then appears to be watching the passing traffic. He 
is a few paces ahead of Haruna not hearing her sing about him.  
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You are the sand, slow shifting,   

You are the desert, ever drifting   

You are a shadow, with secrets hiding   

I could never hold you in my arms   

CHORUS - In my dreams, I could never hold you in my arms   

ALEGRIA  

Alegria did not hear her mothers song, but after watching them pass, she sings softly 
about her parents. They don’t see or hear her.  

The tide seeps in, then disappears   

The clouds full of rain pass year after year   

The salt of the earth is in my tears,   

I could never hold you in my arms   

CHORUS - In my dreams, I could never hold you in my arms  

ALEJANDRO  

Alejandro sings to Alegria unnoticed by anyone  
REFRAIN -   

Oh I want to be your teardrop   

To be born within the dark destiny   

And to live upon your cheek until you breathe a sigh   

And in that sigh - I will die   

A drop of time with you, Fills my ocean   

A little bit of spice In your love potion,   

Sparks from your eyes, disguise emotion   

I could never hold love in my arms   

CHORUS - In my dreams, I could never hold you in my arms   

The three sing the Chorus, not acknowledging one another's presence, as if in separate 
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worlds.  

Dancers are passing in the street, their dance is expressing the anguish of lost love 

Blackout 
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Act II Scene 2 - SOLIDARITY  

Dual stage: Sidewalk Entrance - Rehearsal room with high window at the back  

Valiente stands in front of the troupe in the rehearsal room. There are protestors outside 
with placards and signs about protecting Spanish tourism post-pandemic. We can’t hear 
the protesters but we see them. As the discussion indoors proceeds, the protesters raise 
their signs up to the high window and bash on the wall and floors. The bashing becomes   
the foundation of a Bulerias rhythm used in the rehearsal. As the bashing speeds up, 
so does the dancing. The protesters are inadvertently supporting the rehearsal.  

VALIENTE  

As you are aware, there are protests against us performing soon at the great ‘los Gallos’. 

Alegria puts up a finger requesting to speak  

Valiente pauses reluctantly  

VALIENTE  

Yes Alegria  

ALEGRIA  

I’m sure Belen will feel better by then.  

Valiente  

Perhaps, but let’s assume she doesn’t. We all know her recovery from Covid has been long 
and arduous.  

ALEGRIA  

Maybe one of the other girls can dance instead of me. Better not to stir things 

up. ALEJANDRO  

Interrupts  

If Alegria doesn’t dance, then I won’t either.  

8 Bulerias is a fast, driving 12 beat flamenco rhythm 
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All the members of the troupe looked aghast. Even Valiente is surprised by Allejandro. 
There is an expectant pause. We still hear the beating outside. Alejandro raises his 
voice against the noise.  

Up until now I haven’t wanted to use my heritage to advantage. I don’t advertise the fact 
that I have Gypsy blood. I prefer to be accepted as a great artist in my own right…  

My great grandfather left his post in the war, he was shell-shocked and wandered into the hills 
to die. The gypsies found him and looked after him. They saved him even though he wore the 
cloak of an enemy. I honor the openness and acceptance of my people.  

My heart is not of a purist, and I’m not the face of flamenco that the protestors 

want,  

Alejandro touches his rough face  

I don’t match the pictures in the tourist brochures… 

Have we forgotten that it was the Gypsies, people of mixed heritage, who were the first to 
sing Flamenco?  

There is pause as the group waits for Valiente’s response  
The noise from the protesters gets louder  
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VALIENTE  

You are all valuable in the evolution of the living artform called Flamenco. 

Only through our lungs, our strumming and our feet, does this artform 

survive. Let's go where the art leads us. Have no hesitation. Lead on!  

The beating by the protestors continues.  
Valiente picks up her baston (stick) and starts to thump a Bulerias beat that fits with 
the thumping by the protestors. She sings loudly and the troupe rehearsal begins. The 
protestors thumping slowly becomes the rhythmic background of the dance. 
Each line is sung then repeated by the group  

A restless heart is beating   

and a passion slowly dawning   

the sweetness in the flower   

has the hummingbird awakening   

tell the clouds to block the sunlight   

call the stars to sleep tonight   

catch the autumn rain falling   

let the summer fruit not ripe   

Troupe dance a group Bulerias  

Blackout 
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Act II Scene 3 - MOONLIGHT  

Streetscape with buildings - dim light with clouds over a large moon  

Buildings behind them have windows with curtains, some are lit. One window will have the 
silhouette on a blind showing a live musician (violinist) rehearsing.  

Alejandro and Alegria on separate ends of the stage, with guitars in cases, looking weary. They 
have just performed at separate small events. They put their belongings down for a rest. As one 
sings, the other is busy fussing over their belongings as if not hearing the other.  

A soft spot light follows each singer  

ALEJANDRO  

Singing a Petenera7 

'I wore a cloak of grief   

I walked in shoes of sorrow.   

I sought to carry every pain   

drinking tears of despair   

I warmed the brew of mourning,   

caressing eve-ry wound   

Awash with sea of tears   

Never knowing joy   
  

 
7 Petenera is a Jewish Sephardic song linking in with Alejandro's heritage. 
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ALEGRIA  

Singing out of sight up stage L  

Yo me subia un pino verde por ver si - la divisaba por verse la divisaba  

Y solo divise el polvo del coche que la llevaba del coche que la llevaba  

Alegria and her friends reach the corner of the plaza and bid one another goodnight, 
giggling as they go. Alegria rounds the corner then stops to sing and stamp, 
unperturbed by pedestrians rushing past  

ALEGRIA  

Down in the quarry there’s fighting - can you hear?  

The cars are screeching - can you see? The dust is rising.  

Andre Ja-leo-Ja-leo, Andre Jaleo Jaleo  

Down in the valley they’re drinking can you see?  

The party’s over - can you hear?  

Their guns are fir-ing AAAA Andre-Jaleo-Jaleo Andre Jalos, Jalos! 

 
Unaware of one another, Alegria and Alejandro gather their guitar cases and other bags and 
begin to walk along toward one another [downstage center].  

They are walking along a quiet street, singing or humming the 1st verse duet parts softly, 
as if only to themselves. Other people pass them but they speak to no-one, they are lost in 
their own quiet songs.  

Mid stage, they nearly collide. In the stumble, they embrace momentarily. 

ALEJANDRO  

Surprised and happy  

Excuse me Alegria! Why are you singing my name?  

ALEGRIA  

giggling  

Alejandro! Oh it’s you, I didn’t see you.  

They go to pass one another in the small space, but decide to put all their gear down. 
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Alegria smiling teases Alejandro  

Maybe I like the sound of your name.  

ALEGRIA & ALEJANDRO  

Alejandro takes Alegrias hand and sings to tease her back  

the moon shines in your eyes,  

your face a perfect sculpture  

Alegria embraces Alejandro singing duet with him  

The hours pass slowly, but with you - my hope is rising.  

I wish that time was frozen, the heat beats long and slowly,   

the moon is bright and smiling, gleaming is love’s light.'   

There is a sudden crash of thunder and lightning flashes.  
Alegria and Alenjandro cram into the shelter of a door cover with their guitars, Alegria 
huddles from the storm in Alejandro's arms [downstage L] 
Two figures - Kent and Haruna (she is carrying parcels) dash onto stage [enter stage L] 
then rush across in the storm [to downstage R] but Haruna drops one of the parcels. As 
Haruna stops to pick it up and Kent comes back angry and abusive.  

Alejandro rushes over to defend Haruna against Kent. Alegria stands shocked & 
embarrassed. Kent storms off and Haruna falls to her knees, immobile.  
Alejandro is bewildered that Haruna and Alegria do nothing to stop Kent’s abuse.  

He gathers his things and leaves in anger [stage R]. Alegria stays [stage L] in the 
shadows, watching her mother lovingly.  

The storm eases and raindrops falling inside a drainpipe become percussive with the 
flamenco beat of the Peternera.  

Haruna feels humiliated. In an expressive dance accompanied by bamboo flute played in 
another of the street windows above, she pulls at her faded robes as if they are trapping 
her. Her dance ends as she half sings and half cries.  

HARUNA  

Half singing, half crying  

What can be worse than dying? To never truly live  
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this scene flows into the next scene  

 

Act II Scene 4 - FUNERAL FOR A DREAM   

Streetscape - dim light  

 
Dancers emerge from the shadows and perform a Siguiriyas8 dance to bury Haruna’s 
unrealised dream of a happy life feeling loved and valued.  

SEGUILLAYAS SINGER  

Venir, Venir aqui  

Vuelta a mi  

Viene a la luz venir  

Puedes sentir mi llamada  

Puedes sentir mi grito  

Calma mi la mente  

Blackout  

 

 
8 Siguiriyas is a profound flamenco music form with a deep, expressive subject and style. It is a 
foundational form of Flamenco 
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  Act II Scene 5 - OBLIGATION  

Basement Kitchen  

[Stage Right] Haruna stirs a big vat of soupy stew with noodles, she smiles and giggles to herself. 
She rummages behind some pots and pans to find a hidden cassette player. The cassette player is 
delicately positioned on a pedestal center stage,  

Haruna cautiously presses ‘PLAY’. a grey light shines on a slumped figure apparition appears 
Stage Left.  

Haruna, dusts the cassette player, checks connections, wishing it to work. Finally, the figure 
comes to life, but pale and grey.  

Haruna doesn’t look at the apparition, she is lost in her memories.  

APPARITION OF OLD NANA  

You want me to sing that again?  

RECORDED VOICE OF CHILD  

Haruna claps joyously like a child  

"yes, yes please Nana"  

APPARITION OF OLD NANA  

"We really shouldn't be recording it, it belongs to my people gone. It may bring you bad luck, little 
Haruna"  

RECORDED VOICE OF CHILD  

"Oh, please….Nana"  

Haruna steps back, lively as a child  

APPARITION OF OLD NANA  

Singing acapella a traditional Bulerias  

With my ladle slowly stirring…  

Haruna mimics the actions and begins to sing along as she stirs the big vat of noodles 

And the flame all aflicker, 
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Red light flickers from below the apparition and from Haruna's stove - Haruna giggles  

by my skirt,,,  

Haruna shakes her skirt to boost the flame beneath the cooker  

and with my fan..  

Haruna imitates a fan using a sheet of paper, The Apparition of Nana produces a fan 
from her skirt  

I'm preparing for the miners 

who are rising from the dark into the morning light..  

I sing to warm your heart.  

Haruna starts to sing along in a very rusty voice  

both singing figures look loving at each other  

But I cannot give you love - that's you mother's obligation, no I cannot give you love - that's you 
mother's obligation"....Nana, the memorialised figure freezes  

The tape suddenly stops, The light on the apparition cuts  

Haruna is distraught, trying to fix it.  

But then she remembers the soupy stew and rushes back to save it from burning.  

Kent is lurking, watching and angry. He is shouldering a bag that bursts with hurriedly 
packed and used protestors equipment - a megaphone, coloured ribbon and rope. He is 
carrying some placards and looks tired.  

KENT  

Kent bursts into Haruna's sight, confronting her by shouting -  

So it was you who poisoned Alegria with that song,  

You filled her head with ridiculous ideas of ridiculous grandeur!  

Haruna is startled but refuses to look at him. 

KENT  

"Look at me, Talk to me for once Haruna!  
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You will sing along to your dead nanny but not even look at me,  

This marriage of ours is a farce,  

you’ve never loved me  

How could I have loved you?  

Argh"  

Kent raises his arms in exacerbation and lunges toward Haruna, the protest signs are still in 
one hand,  

Haruna screams out in horror,  

She hurls the contents of the ladle at him,  

The hot noodles strike him in the face [Out of audience view, Kent’s upstage hand quickly 
brings fake noodles out of his pocket and on to his face]  

Kent drops everything and covers his eyes with his hands. Kent collapses in agony, 

Kent struggles to remove the hot noodles on his face  

Without prompting, the cassette tape suddenly sparks back to life  

The dim light on the apparition reignites  

APPARITION OF OLD NANA  

Singing loudly  

No, I cannot give you love - that's you mother's obligation,  

no I cannot give you love - that's your mother's obligation....  

Haruna stands proud, unrelenting  

Blackout 
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ACT II Scene 6 - CLARITY  

Prison hospital, The two halves of the stage are divided by bars. Fading light  

Kent sits alone in the dark on a bed with a simple lamp, his face is fully bandaged and he is 
weeping.  

Alegria enters quietly with flowers then puts them down.  

She is surprised to see her father in distress.  

Kent doesn’t realise she is there and quietly sobs.  

Alegria is dumbstruck, not knowing what to say, her natural inclination is to sing a lullaby 

ALEGRIA  

Singing a lullaby  

Duermete nino duermete  

duermete y calla  

duermete le lucerito  

De la manana  

Kent staggers to the bars when he hears her singing,  

KENT  

Is that you mama?  

Kent sits against the bars realising it can’t be true.  

Alegria doesn't want to destroy his happy vision.  

So she lets him believe the myth.  

She hugs him through the bars and she sings 

ALEGRIA  

No, It is I, your daughter  

KENT  

But my Mama - my Mother - sang that song  
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ALEGRIA  

Smiling  

Yes, she taught it to me.  

KENT  

Oh! How could I have been so foolish? How did I not see that this love of flamenco was in my 
mothers blood, and so, in yours?  

HARUNA  

Haruna enters from the side. Her manner is humble yet regal. She speaks from a 
distance to Kent - projecting with confidence.  

It matters not how people see you. What does matter is how you see yourself 

Blackout 
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ACT II Scene 7 - NONE FORGOTTEN  

Open Space - Dark with Spotlights  

Kent walks slowly towards the front of the stage, a spotlight follows him.  
His singing is gruff and unpolished yet tender.  

Kent   

Singing the Farruca entry  

 

Tata trum trum trum trum trayo   

Tata trum trum trum trum REPEAT   

No Father,   

No Mother,   

No Child on earth   

shall be forgotten   

The rain shall pour,   

the earth shall scorch,   

the wind shall roar into my call   

 

Dancers perform Farruca9  

 
 

  

 

9 Farruca is likely from Galicia, Spain. It has fast turns, quick intense footwork, held lifts and falls, 
dramatic poses and bursts of filigrana (often with a flat hand). It can also be danced with a cape. 
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ACT II - FINALE – CRAZINESS IN US ALL 

Quiet cul de sac, Night :  

Alegria, Marianne, Alejandro and Valiente sit around a small campfire. Alegria, Marianne 
and Alejandro have guitars. Valiente sits on a box and has a stick, to tend the fire. (she 
uses the stick to beats out rhythms when inspired)  

The Old Gypsy, Sabia trundles across front of stage, Alegria gestures to her to join them 

SABIA  

What have you all been up to?  

Alegria, Marianne, Alejandro and Valiente giggle and breathe deeply, ready to tell the 
long story. Valiente shrugs, and stands ready to tell all in song.  

VALIENTE  

Revising an excerpt from the Collombianas that was sung at the start of the Musical 

Out on the open road...a little girl lost and alone  

Aha---singing didity, didity, didity di--  

ALEGRIA  

Shyly interrupting  

that's me!  

Alegria giggles  

MARI  

Singing  

I know a mighty fine secret - stuffed in her bun  

Marianne laughs as she imitates Belen. Valiente pretends not to hear such a 
disrespectful ditty.  

ALEJANDRO  

I warned her “If you don't dance now, you never will”  

Alegria nods in agreement, and makes a gesture of thanks to him 
Alejandro plays and sings lovingly an excerpt from the Guajira  
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Then Mari jumps in to imitate Alegria  

MARI  

Oh no, Father - is that you?  

Mari and others laugh it off, Alegria smiles forgivingly.  
The gypsy nods, wondering what happens next  

VALIENTE  

It was not quite the laughing matter. I remember only too well the irony of that scene.  

Valiente stands to sing an excerpt of "Curse You" She directs her anger to the fire, which 
suddenly sparks and they all look a little surprised but give out a nervous giggle and feign 
fear of Valiente as if she has magical powers. Valiente shrugs it off.  

Marianne and Alejandro do a mock fight recalling the verbal brawl between Alegria and her 
father, Kent.  

Alegria is amused but feigns embarrassment.  

There's a short awkward silence.  

Marianna points to Alejandro teasing about blossoming love (Alegria is puzzled about 
this song - she didn't know about that bit).  

MARI  

Singing  

He’s gonna scrub up - Scrub up all the pots  

ALL  

Singing  

Aleyere, aleyere  

Valiente interrupts with the beating of the rhythm from the protestors.  

They all sing the song ‘We stand as one’ recalling their battle and solidarity. A 

proud smile sits on their faces. 

Alejandro starts the love song and Alegria is shyly singing her part.  

The others are unaware of this episode and amused by the memory.  
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SABIA  

Oh yes, I know that song  

In a crackly voice, she sings a little of the peteneras in the origin spanish lyrics, 

they all listen in awe and respect  

ALEGRIA  

Night after night, I had foreboding nightmares. It was like a funeral for all my dreams. 

VALIENTE  

In agreement.  

We’ve been under a lot of pressure with protests and Belen falling ill.  

Alegria looks to Alejandro, not wanting to tell Valiente about events of the storm, 
They sing solemnly in understanding.  

ALEGRIA  

shyly  

Then one day, my mother decided to fight back!  

She accidentally blinded my father.  

SABIA  

Oh yes, I heard all about that  

Sabia singing, everyone looks surprised about the gypsy, Sabia knowing that song 

Que te quiero, ti tu madre, que tiene obligation!  

Alegria pretends to be her mother and playfully attacks Alejandro who bows deep with 
respect in case Alegria does indeed grow to have cause to do this to him.  

They laugh shyly. The music softens.  

ALEGRIA 

solemnly 

I had never seen my father so lost and alone  

She sings an excerpt of the Lullaby and the others join in.  
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To their surprise Kent, still bandaged, comes to the fire out of the dark and sings his 
Farruca, holding Haruna’s hand. Haruna is guiding him gently from behind.  

Belen is passing and they wave her in.  

SABIA  

Sabia stands, thumps her walking stick for silence, ready to make an important 
announcement, lights focus on her.  

De musico, poeta y loco,  

todos tenemos un poco.  

Lights widen, to include others. Everyone appears to be puzzled  

Don’t tell me you don’t know that one?  

It means - we all have a little bit of the musician, and poet and crazy man inside us! 

They laugh and dance about in agreement,  

All cast come on stage  

They all recapitulate the opening Collumbianas Chorus  

Song closes with Valiente singing a new refrain:  

De mu-sico…..  
poeta y loco…..  
todos tenemos un po-------poco  

All hold hands, stand and bow.  

THE END 
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SYNOPSIS / SPOILER / SUMMARY  

Our flamenco troupe is celebrating with friends after a show with singing and dancing. Alegria, a 
young guitarist joins the dancing. The beautiful, ivory-skinned lead dancer, Belen, suffers from 
‘long-corona disease’ and is in no mood for partying. Belen is spiteful to Alegria, and the 
celebration is shattered. Lead guitarist Alejandro accuses Belen of being jealous. Belen sneers, 
showing her snobbery and racism. Alegria is of Eurasian descent. Her friend Mari retaliates by 
singing a traditional song that mocks haughty women. Mari is a proud flamenca - a woman who 
sings, plays guitar and dances flamenco.  

During a special performance at Alegria’s uncle’s embassy, Belen collapses on stage. Alegria is 
asked to replace Belen for the next song. Alegria reluctantly concedes for the benefit of the troupe. 
She performs a beautiful traditional song about a coy Cuban girl. Then she is shocked to see her 
father, Kent, at the performance. Later, reporters backstage question her about her great debut. 
But her father, Kent, bursts in to confront her. Meanwhile, the show continues on stage with a 
powerful song about the invasion of Santa Maria by Napoleon. Ironically, both the conflict 
backstage and the performance on stage escalate. Kent threatens to smash Alegria’s guitar. 
Valiente, the troupe leader, rushes in to save the guitar and defend Alegria. Next day Alegria, Mari 
and Alejandro sing a trio about regret and expressions of love. During the performance noise erupts 
from the audience. A protestor from the back of the venue declares that this musical should not be 
performed by anyone who is not Spanish. Protestors push past ushers to storm the stage. The 
actors look shocked and run backstage. The curtains quickly close. – 

INTERVAL  

The troupe are rehearsing in their studio despite loud banging by Flamenco purist protestors 
outside. Alegria wants to cancel her role in the show to appease the cultural protestors. But 
Alejandro is defiant. He declares his gypsy heritage, and voices the sorrow inflicted by rising 
right-wing Spanish purists. But Valiente sings to calm and unite the group in solidarity.  

Just when Alejandro and Alegria reveal their love, they witness Kent abusing Haruna, Alegria's 
mother. Alejandro is frustrated by Alegria’s and Haruna's weakness for not fighting Kent. Eventually, 
Haruna finds the strength to fight back when fired up by an old song about obligation. But Kent is 
accidentally blinded by her rebellion. When Alegria finds the courage to visit Kent, she sings a 

traditional lullaby for him. At first he thinks Alegria is the ghost of his mother. Because his own 
mother sang that song to him as a child. Although he blind, he sees the foolishness of putting 
expectations of his daughter on the basis of race. He begs the universe for forgiveness. In the end, 
the troupe resolves that everyone has a bit of craziness, poetry and music in them. 


